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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a display screen with animated graphical user interface, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a front view of a first image in a sequence for a display screen with animated graphical user interface;

FIG. 2 is a front view of a second image thereof;

FIG. 3 is a front view of a third image thereof;

FIG. 4 is a front view of a fourth image thereof;

FIG. 5 is a front view of a fifth image thereof;

FIG. 6 is a front view of a sixth image thereof;

FIG. 7 is a front view of a seventh image thereof;

FIG. 8 is a front view of an eighth image thereof; and,

FIG. 9 is a front view of a ninth image thereof.

The appearance of the animated graphical user interface sequentially transitions between the images shown in FIGS. 1-9. The process or period in which an image transitions to another forms no part of the claimed design. The broken lines illustrate an electronic device with display screen, as well as portions of a graphical user interface, and form no part of the claimed design.
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karis Menenous: Hey this is pretty cool! Where are you?

Toni Paul: So some one interesting and cool. It really is super cool.

Rachel Anne: Super talent you got dude.

Write a comment...
Karen: Monocunous, hey this is pretty neat. Where are you?

Tunisia: Paul Bro some one interesting and neat. It really its super day.

Ruthie: Amen, super intense you got dude.

Write a comment...
Kate: Hana, this is pretty cool. Where are you?

Turtle: Paul! Some one interesting and cool. It's really its super day.


Write a comment...
FIG. 4

Kate: Menu reviews, hey this is pretty cool, where are you?

Tom: Paul, do some cool interesting and cool, it's really its super day.

Kate: Smart Super island you got dude.

Write a comment: 

Post
Karen Menoures: Hey this is pretty cool, where are you?
Rakia: Paul and some one interesting and cool. It really is super day.
Stefania Amor: Super talent you got dude.

Write a comment... Post
Karl's Message: Hey this is pretty cool. Where are you?

Tennis Fact: Do some cool interesting and cool. It's really a super day.

Rubra Amon: Super talented you got dude.

Write a comment...
- Katie: Nervous. Hey this is pretty cool. Where are you?
- Tunis: Paul! Do some cool interesting and cool. It's really its super day.

Write a comment... Post
Fred: Manu... hey this is pretty cool. Where are you?

Trevor: Paul is some cool interesting and cool. It's really a super day.


Write a comment... Post
Kate: Manu, hey this is pretty cool. Where are you?
Earnie: Feul Du about our interesting and cool. It really is super day.

What's a comment... Feul

FIG. 9